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Perpetuating the ideas of
Franz Liszt through excellence in
music performance and scholarship

the los Angeles International liszt
competition for pianists and vocalists
took place november 22-23, 2008 on the
campus of Azusa pacific university.
It was an exciting weekend as the
competition celebrated the tenth time it has
attracted outstanding young musicians to
the environs of los Angeles. the first two
piano judges returned to judge again: tamás
ungár from texas christian university (his
fourth time!) and Ick-choo moon from
Seoul national university in Korea (his
second time).
the piano jury was completed with many
members from the American liszt Society:
Joseph banowetz, David butler cannata,
richard cass, luiz de moura castro, Daniel
Glover, Arianna Goldina, Gila Goldstein,
louis nagel, nancy roldán, charles
timbrell, and Adam Wodnicki. Voice
judges were Gary Glaze, lilla horvath, and
ernö talás.
the budapest concert winner (piano) was
hye-Won cho, a student of Walter ponce at
uclA, and the new york concert winner
(voice) was Joni fukuda-prado, a student of
cynthia munzer at uSc.
the American liszt Society Awards went to
Anna Volovitch (2nd place in the budapest
concert category and 2nd place in the
concerto category), who is a student of
roza yoder at Azusa pacific university, and
Jonghwa park (1st place in the concerto
category and 5th place in the budapest
concert category), who is a
student of natalya Antonova at the

eastman School of music. please take
note: Anna Volovitch will be performing
a concert of liszt transcriptions at the
American liszt Society festival in lawrence,
Kansas, on friday, April 3rd, at 10:00 Am.
be sure to hear this fine young pianist!
the los Angeles International liszt
competition was founded by Geraldine
Keeling in 1990. A biennial competition,
it is co-directed by Geraldine Keeling and
Judith neslény. the competition has
experienced phenomenal growth. In 1990,
there were 52 contestants and 4 judges.
All of the contestants were from Southern
california. In 2008, there were 189
contestants from 9 states and 3 countries!
In 1994 the competition added the
budapest concert Division in which
the piano winner receives an all-expense
paid trip to present a solo recital at the
prestigious liszt museum in budapest. In
2002, the new york concert Division
for vocalists was created. under the
sponsorship of the los Angeles International
liszt competition, winners have also
performed in such far-flung locations as
budapest and Gyula, hungary; london,
england; hamilton, ontario; new york
city; Washington, D.c.; champaign,
Illinois; lincoln, nebraska; and many
venues in california.
both Geraldine and Judith look forward to
the 2010 competition, when the budapest
concert winner will play a recital in that
city in 2011 – the 200th anniversary of the
birth of franz liszt!
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Dear lisztians,
In preparation for the April 3 to 5 festival of the
American liszt Society, I would like to ask each of you
to think about how the Society can better serve your
professional needs.
We always experience a flood of inspiration at the annual festivals.
Inspiration is no small objective. the question becomes, “how can we
extend this throughout the balance of the year?”. It is our hope that
local chapters can be a vehicle for stimulus. our chapters are doing
great things! Are you involved in your local chapter? Is there a chapter
near enough to you? If not, perhaps one could be created. paul barnes
is the chairman of chapters and can assist in getting one started where
there is interest.
our most recent chapter is in Italy. to initiate this chapter, michele
campanella, its president, is planning a marathon of concerts that will
include 55 hours of performance time spread over seven Sundays in the
years 2010 and 2011. these concerts will take place in rome at the
Academia Santa cecelia. the complete piano works of liszt are the
target for these marathons, which will involve scores of pianists.
Also on the international scene, a new liszt competition was created
in november in moscow at the central School of the conservatory. I
can report on the stunning talent that was heard in these november
auditions. Given what we have heard of the young talent that has
gained recognition through the los Angeles International liszt
competition and the liszt–Garrison International festival and
competition, we can be proud to say that liszt is prospering in the
good hands of young pianists.
news of other chapters is found regularly in this newsletter.
please approach me at the festival with any ideas or send me an email at
mastroianni68@aol.com. yours in the Spirit of liszt,

thomas mastroianni

President, American Liszt Society

American Liszt Society - www.americanlisztsociety.net

Letter from the Editor
Dear fellow lisztians!
It’s the middle of march, and Spring cannot be far behind!!
As you know, 2009 marks two very important musical events: the 200th
anniversary of the birth of felix mendelssohn and the 200th anniversary
of the death of franz Joseph haydn. Special concerts, exhibits, and
publications will pay tribute to these geniuses, both here and abroad. both composers wrote
significant literature for the piano as a solo instrument, as well as concertos, magnificent
chamber music, and collaborative works.
In 1982, which was the 250th anniversary of haydn’s birth, I had the privilege of being in
eisenstadt and Vienna, Austria and was able to visit arguably one of the greatest musical
exhibits in existence up to that time: Joseph haydn in Seiner zeit (“Joseph haydn in
his time”). (the mozart year exhibits in Salzburg and Vienna a few years later were
equally impressive!) under the leadership of Dr. Gerald Schlag of the burgenländische
landesregierung, and with the support of numerous sponsors and outstanding work of
many persons, the exhibit included a wealth of historical and musical material under one
roof just down the street from the esterházy palace, where haydn had served that family for
more than 30 years, and just up the street from the quaint little blue house where haydn
lived. this house is today a beautiful museum (haydnhaus) under the supervision of Dr.
Gerhard Winkler, who is also the Vice-chair of the burgenland franz liszt Society in
raiding, about an hour’s drive south of eisenstadt.
you can understand my excitement about returning to eisenstadt in this special year to
present a lecture on the “ten points of performing classical music” with my dear friend
and esteemed collaborator, Don V moses, in the esterházy palace. Don and I started doing
this lecture back in 1980 upon the death of Dr. Vera Schwarz, who had originally been on
our faculty at the classical music festival and herself had originated the topic, based on an
earlier presentation at the haydn-fest in Washington, Dc. At the invitation of Dr. richard
zielinski, Artistic Director of the festival, I will again be in one of the most interesting
places in the world - the beautiful province of burgenland next door to hungary - and what
I considered my “second homeland” for almost 25 years!
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this is only the beginning of musical of anniversary celebrations. next year is the 200th
anniversary of both Schumann’s and chopin’s birth. of course, 2011 has a special interest
for those of us in the American liszt Society, as it marks the 200th anniversary of liszt’s
birth in raiding. there is much planning already underway for liszt concerts and exhibits
in many musical capitals of europe. I hasten to add: if you are organizing or participating
in a liszt excursion that would welcome additional people, please let me know so that
we can publish information both in the newsletter and on our website. As well, please
remember to keep both eisenstadt and raiding in your plans if at all possible. the
magnificent esterházy palace - remember that the esterházy family also employed Adam
liszt! - and the beautiful “blue Salon” in the burgenland landesmuseum a few blocks west
of the palace in the old Jewish Quarter are “must sees.” finally, you simply must take a trip
to raiding to see the little white house where franz was born and also the beautiful new
liszt concert hall immediately next door to it. perhaps we will run into one another in
one of those places - I’ll be there for sure in 2011!!!

edward rath
Editor
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The Liszt-Garrison Festival
and International Piano Competition
An Interview with nancy roldán

(Edward Rath) I know of piano competitions named after composers, pianists, and cities, whatever. Why the Liszt-Garrison International
Competition and Festival, i.e., what prompted this “memorialization“ of William Garrison?
(Nancy Roldán) William Garrison was a musician, jazz pianist, piano technician, generous human being, and good friend to me and to
many musicians in the baltimore-Washington area. he was a graduate of the peabody conservatory, an institution where he served as a
member of the piano maintenance staff toward the end of his life. no pianist was left waiting while bill was among us, always ready to give a
hand. he died an untimely death in 2004, a victim of lung cancer.
Sometime in 2004, when I learned he was struggling with payments for his treatments, I offered to organize a fundraiser to help him with
his financial difficulties. through our AlS chapter, I had previously helped raise funds for other causes. he was extremely moved by the
offer and accepted it, choosing the date and venue himself. however, the sickness developed rapidly, and death took him before we could
play his benefit concert. After his death, I decided to go ahead with the project. With the help of his and our chapter’s friends, we planned
the memorial. the event was very successful. Several baltimore-Washington area musicians and members of the bWAlS performed. After
the concert, his wife Jenifer and I met to consider some options for the fund’s disbursement. foremost in our minds was the struggle that
student and professional pianists face in developing their careers. After contemplating several possibilities,
I agreed to administer the funds as president of the bW chapter of the AlS, with the idea to “do something to help pianists.”
this long-gone “seed money” allowed me to establish the event we now know as the liszt-Garrison festival and International piano
competition. After the meeting with Jenifer, I asked ernest ragogini to join me in developing the event, which we have co-directed since
2005. At that point, the bWAlS board of directors grew in number as did the number of volunteers. most of the original members are still
with us, including thomas mastroianni, elizabeth hart, and patricia Graham. I am eternally grateful to the original and present members
who have supported this dream.
throughout 2006 and 2007 the festival and competition grew to transcend what started as a 2005 national event. In addition to a prize
named in memory of William Garrison, we have named several prizes after musicians or individuals whose lives have inspired us. for the
2009 event, the list of representative prizes includes the franz liszt Award for the Artist category winner; the William Garrison Award for
the winner of the young Artist category (age bracket 20-24); the marilyn neeley Award for the young Artist Award winner (age bracket
15-19); and the George Shields Award for the first prize winner of the collaborative Artists category. the Anthony Stark Award is another
memorial in the Artist category, awarded by the music at college of notre Dame concert Series, known as “music at cnD.” each name
carries a particular meaning for us. ernie and I agree that people must be recognized in life if at all possible. Starting in 2006 at the college
of notre Dame, we have made it a point to honor musicians and audience members whose generosity of spirit and dedication to music and
the festival inspire us all.
ER. The Competition has obviously increased in size and scope. Do you have specific goals to “grow” the competition to a particular size in terms of
number of entrants, a longer season, etc.?
NR. In 2005, we held our first competition at Grace united methodist church under the name, “the American pianist.” this was limited
to pianists ages 25 to 40 who were born in the uSA. the success of this first competition led us to change the venue to the college of notre
Dame of maryland, which has become our home since 2006. We then extended the competition to include pianists from outside the uS,
and also added the collaborative Artists and young Artist categories. there is no doubt that the additional categories, including the concerto
competition in 2009, have contributed to the expansion of the competition. What we started as a one-day event has now grown to four
days, starting on thursday instead of friday.
there is, however, another element that might contribute to greater interest and more participation in the competition. As you know,
the competition is closely connected with the festival. past participants have experienced a collegial atmosphere and, above all, that same
feeling of appreciation that we AlS members experience during our annual festivals around the world. It was that kind of atmosphere that
motivated me to develop this festival and competition in the first place. the contestants have the opportunity to listen to performances by
guest artists as well as the judges themselves. Words of wisdom and encouragement abound throughout the presentations. everybody feels
appreciated and motivated to give his or her best while at the same time strike new friendships. the entire event is meant as an encouraging
step in the participants’ musical paths. In past years the contestants have “gotten the message” and, independently from the results of the
competition, have felt rewarded by the experience above and beyond the prizes. As the competition becomes better known, we expect to
receive more applications. one important new element in 2009 is an increased number of live performances by contestants during the
semifinal rounds. this time, performances of compositions by franz liszt and American composers will be heard in their entirety on the first
day of the competition.
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ER. You feature a particular brand of piano for the concerts, one that is not as well known as Steinway or Yamaha or …. Can you speak to why and/or how
this came to be?
NR. one of our greatest supporters has been pianocraft, a piano company that has provided pianos for the festival. Sometime in 2005, a
conversation with one of the owners, pianist Shaun tirrell, gave birth to a fantastic collaboration that has been most beneficial to the bWAlS
festival and competition. In 2007 we welcomed the mason and hamlin company’s representatives as well as the magnificent instrument pianocraft
provided for us, a 9’4” mason & hamlin concert Grand.
In 2006 the contestants and artists enjoyed performing on Steingraebers, and a Steingraeber concert Grand piano will return to the festival in 2009.
udo Steingraeber, owner of the company in Germany, plans to be with us this year. In addition, one of our winners will have the opportunity to
perform in bayreuth during the 2010 Summer festival, courtesy of mr. Steingraeber. It is interesting to note that there are connections to franz
liszt in each case: William mason, son of lowell and older brother of henry mason, was the first American student of franz liszt. According to
mr. Steingraeber, franz liszt had a Steingraeber piano in bayreuth during the last days of his life. We will learn more about the Steingraeber’s history
during the festival. We are extremely grateful for the extraordinary support received from pianocraft and Shaun tirrell since 2006.
ER. A recent decision to make the Festival/Competition biennial was based in part to enhance fundraising efforts. Have you found such activities more
difficult because of the current economic crisis facing so many potential donors and supporters?
NR. fundraising has been a 24/7 “job” from the beginning. the computer has become my main instrument at times. now and then we hold
marathon meetings with ernest ragogini to make things happen. the efforts to make the 2007 festival successful in all aspects required an
extraordinary effort from all and prompted me to request transforming the occurrence into a biennial event. the decision was unanimously and
gladly supported by all board members. organizing an annual festival is complicated enough; adding the organizational aspects of the competition
became too much for everyone involved. I felt I had no time for anything else and wanted more time in between the festival/competition, not
only to enhance the fundraising efforts but also to allow our contributors more room to breathe and continue their support. thinking about the
contestants, another idea that came to mind was alternating the liszt-Garrison with the biennial lA International competition. the present
financial situation did not exist back then. now, we have to trust that the extraordinary amount of prizes we are offering and the festival content will
bring both contestants to the competition and audience to support us. We also trust that our past faithful contributors will continue supporting us.
I thank all my friends and colleagues everywhere who have backed this enterprise from the beginning - for their artistry, for their friendship, and for
their financial contributions.
ER. What success stories can you share with us - pianists who have competed in past years and have gone on in the world of piano playing and/or teaching?
NR. many past winners are currently holding positions at several institutions. pianist Yien Wang, winner of the 2007 collaborative serves as
collaborative pianist on the faculty at the Schwob School of music, columbus State university in GA. “her artistry has touched audiences and
critics and has earned concerts throughout the united States and china.” Soyeon Kim continues her career both as collaborative and solo pianist
and has received distinction in other international competitions. Daniel Lau, who won the 2006 “best interpretation of a composition by an
American composer,” continues his career as solo and collaborative performer, is member of our board of directors, coordinator of two competitions,
and a faculty member at college of notre Dame and columbia union college. Ya-Ting Liou, who shared the collaborative first place in 2006, is
active as solo, duo, and collaborative pianist in missouri-Kansas city. A faculty member of the conservatory of music at the university of missouriKansas city, she performs in “original” presentations “to produce provocative events that explore a maximum breadth of means, methods, media and
music: art sounds and music sees.” Beth Quimby, who received the American pianist 2006 II prize, continues to perform and is the Director of
music at buffalo Academy of the Sacred heart in buffalo, ny.
Robert Mitchell, our first top winner 2005, continues his meteoric career: he was featured in our winners’ cD 2005-06, opened the inaugural
concert at the 2008 AlS festival in Dc to an amazed audience, was guest at the university of Georgia at Athens by invitation of richard zimdars,
and continues specializing in the performance of contemporary American music. A most promising young pianist who was awarded honorary
mention in 2006 is Beatrix Klein, from whom I expect to hear wonderful things. over the last seven years she has been awarded first prizes at the
Steinway competition, berlin; european music competition moncalieri; Grotrian-Steinweg competition braunschweig; International musiccompetition cortemilia; and International piano competition carlet. She was finalist in the Dr. luis Sigall competition in chile 2007. In 2008
she won a Special price in the unISA International piano competition in pretoria, South Africa, and later that year was invited to take part in the
International piano competition in panama. Among other winners 2007, Alexis Zhu continues an active performance career, is pursuing her DmA
at the manhattan School of music, and is currently holding teaching appointments both at the manhattan School of music and on the piano faculty
of the peabody preparatory pre-college Division. Jack Kurutz, who shared the senior prize with Alexis in 2007, continues pursuing his interest in
(continued on page 7)
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Call for Papers:

“liszt and france”
the International Interdisciplinary
conference “lISzt AnD frAnce” will
take place march 15-19, 2011, in Villecroze
and paris, france. the conference is
being organized by the Académie musicale
de Villecroze (provence) and the cité de
la musique (paris) for the bicentenary
of liszt’s birth. here are particulars
concerning the call for papers:

superficial documentary studies. We
must enhance our perception of liszt’s
relationship with french personalities
and deepen our understanding of social
networks (artists, politics, piano makers,
publishers, etc.). It is also necessary to think
through what the music of liszt owes to
france or to the “french spirit,” whether
concerning musical language, or musical
forms, aesthetics, etc.

1. Presentation

this call for papers is intended to seek
studies meeting two fundamental criteria,
from 1823 to 1844, franz liszt stayed
both deeply connected to each other,
mainly in france, despite his european
research that breaks new ground and source
concert tours that began in the late 1830’s.
material. the papers should be motivated
thereafter, many ties bound liszt to
by those two issues and focused on topics
france, even if his career drove him far from
in relation to france. they aim to open up
the country. In 1853, just after relaying
widely on other subjects: literature, history
a message about an artistic matter from
of arts, aesthetics, political and social
napoleon III to the court of Weimar, liszt
sciences, history of ideas, etc.
wrote to an anonymous correspondent,
“the grateful sentiments which bind me
the lectures may echo the following major
to france are ever more precious for me,
themes, proposed to guide reflection and
and your words persuade me once again to
research:
remember that france had adopted me in
some way. I will never forget it and I have
1. liszt and the french artists
always tried to prove how much I appreciate
(not musicians)
and cherish this honour!” Indeed, while it
2. liszt and the french musicians
is important to recall the various evidences
(performers, composers)
of liszt’s attachment to most european
3. liszt and french literature
nations, france played a key role in his
4. liszt and french social and political
education, in his oeuvre, and in the
life
development of his international career.
5. liszt’s french pupils
6. liszt’s french friends
the links between liszt and france are
7. the family circle
extremely varied and extend over more than
8. liszt and the french spirit
60 years. his long relationship with marie
9. “liszt and france” as seen from
d’Agoult, his connections with french
abroad
artists, musicians, men of letters, politicians, 10. liszt’s french writings
his countless concerts in paris and the
11. the work and musical aesthetics of
provinces, and, of course, the french
liszt
language which graced his correspondence
12. liszt’s influence on french composers
and writings are well-known examples.
13. liszt and the music critics in france
Still, liszt’s relations with france have
14. liszt and the french publishers
never been studied in a systematic and
15. liszt and french piano makers
epistemological manner. Whether at
16. Interpreting liszt today
historical, musical, or aesthetic levels, many
shadows remain. Several areas of research
are waiting to be investigated and others
2. Conference languages:
are still to be uncovered. liszt’s relations
with with personalities and french current
french and english (spoken and written).
events should be examined further since this
subject has often been limited to

3. Candidature file
each proposal (written in french or
english) must be composed of the following
information:
3.1. name of the lecturer;
3.2. biography of the lecturer (maximum
700 characters, including spaces);
3.3. home address, telephone, and e-mail
address;
3.4. professional position,address,
phone
and email address (if any);
3.5. proposed title of the lecture;
3.6. subject of the lecture as listed above
to which the lecture is linked
(several themes may overlap);
3.7. abstract of 5000 characters
(including spaces) with obligatory
mention of:
• area of research
• research method
• results (expected) of the research
3.8. selected bibliography and sources
used (including archives).
It is also asked to provide the following
documents, which will be used if the
Scientific committee has to choose between
two proposals of equal scientific value:
3.9. complete list of publications and of
those in progress;
3.10. complete list of lectures;
3.11. two copies of articles published over
the past five years or to be published.
4. Deadline
Applications must be returned by
1 June 2009.
the files must be sent as an attachment
(WorD) to malou.haine@mim.fgov.be
AnD AlSo by regular mail (print) to:
madame le professeur malou haine
conservateur du mIm
1, rue Villa hermosa
1000 bruxelles, belgium
proposals for papers (summary and
selected bibliography) will be anonymously
submitted (documents 3.5 to 3.8) to the
Scientific committee,
(continued on page 7)
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“Liszt and France”

(continued from page 6)

composed of specialists from several
countries, who will judge them on the basis of
fulfillment with all criteria specified above.
the Scientific committee also wishes to give
a special opportunity for young researchers
and students in phD programs.
5. Selection notification

Future ALS
Conferences and
Festivals

Liszt-Garrison
Festival

you will want to start planning to attend
future festivals/conferences of the American
liszt Society. by action of the board of
Directors at its meeting in Washington, Dc
last spring, here are the festival locations and
festival chairs fior the next four years:

contemporary music, with upcoming
appearances performing the music of John
Adams in oakland, pA, followed by a
performance with orchestra in rome, GA in
September 2009. Irene Kim, young Artist
winner 2007 delighted the AlS festival
audience 2008 with beautiful interpretations
of two of liszt’s petrarch Sonnets. on April
25, 2009 she will perform the closing concert
at the uu chalice Series in columbia,
mD. her program will include the poetic
Kreisleriana by robert Schumann, as well as
the mystical and visionary Sonata No. 5 of
Alexander Scriabin. I wish all these young
artists the best of luck and continued success!

•2010 - university of nebraska
chair: Dr. paul barnes

the selection notice will be sent to the
selected speakers on 15 october 2009.

•2011 - liszt bicentennial celebration!
university of Georgia
chair: Dr. richard zimdars

6. Travel and subsistence

•2012 - university of oregon
chair: Dr. Alexandre Dossin

the cost of round trip between the lecturer’s
residence and the conference centre (paris
or Villecroze depending on the theme of
the lecture) will be paid by the organizers,
provided that the speaker agrees to submit
by 30 June 2011 the text of his paper for the
publication of the proceedings.
7. Publication of the proceedings
the proceedings of the symposium will be
published by Symétrie editions (lyon) in the
“perpetuum mobile” series. the Scientific
committee reserves the right to refuse
publication of articles whose scientific quality
is considered insufficient.
8. Conference Coordinators:
orhan memed
nicolas Dufetel
malou haine

Correction
In the last issue of the AlS newsletter, we
included an article concerning the Angers
conference and concert humanitaire.
nicolas Dufetel writes, “cécile reynaud was
also an organizer of the Angers conference
(from the Institut de recherche sur le
patrimoine musicale en france, cnrS) and
was unfortunately not mentioned, and the
Symetrie editions are in lyon (france) and
not brussels.” the editor regrets these errors.

•2013 - San francisco conservatory
chair: Dr. William Wellborn

(continued from page 5)

ER. As an “international” event, can you
speak to the size of the international applicant/
competitor pool and how it has changed over the
past few years?

these events normally will take place
sometime in the months of february through
may. Details about each festival should be
available on or linkable from the AlS website,
individual university or festival websites, and
by brochures mailes to AlS members.

NR. representation so far: countries
represented - 16, including the uSA;
Institutions represented - 41, including
students from universities and music
institutions from around the world, plus
contestants from private studios.

Don’t forget that the Great romantics
festivals take place each october in
hamilton, ontario

ER. A final question: could you give as many
specifics as possible for the 009 event, please?

Great Romantics
Festival to Celebrate
Mendelssohn
Dr. Alan Walker has announced that the
2009 Great romantics festival will celebrate
the 200th anniversary of the birth of felix
mendelssohn. the title of the festival will be
“on Wings of Song.” the Great romantics
festival takes place each october in hamilton,
ontario, canada. Interested parties may find
more information on the festival website
at www.artset.net/Greatromantics/webcontent/index.html or the AlS website at
americanlisztsociety.net.
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nr. the complete schedule will be posted on
our website later this year. the programs are
wonderful and exciting. for now, interested
persons go to our website at
www.lisztgarrisoncompetition.org
In closing, I extend my personal invitation to
all AlS members and music lovers to attend
the festival. We will greet them with great
joy. I also want to extend my gratitude to
all artists and participants past and present;
all contributors; all AlS members who have
supported us from the beginning; special
thanks to ernest ragogini; and most notably
thanks to Dr. mary pat Seurkamp, president
of college of notre Dame, without whose
support we wouldn’t enjoy the luxury of a
home. thanks also to the coordinators and
members of the board of directors of the bW
chapter, who are extraordinary. In addition
to the names mentioned above, I extend my
thanks to Susana cavallero, webmaster megan
Amoss, and Shannon harmon, who has
recently joined us as coordinator.
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A Review
Gerig, Reginald R. (2007). Famous Pianists & Their Technique (new edition). Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press. $29.95 US.
[originally published in 1974 by Robert B. Luce, Inc.]
In reginald Gerig’s new edition of Famous Pianists & Their Technique, the reader experiences enjoyable and masterfully written prose that
goes far beyond discussing only technique. mr. Gerig, through amusing anecdotes and fascinating, descriptive historical references, properly
frames the development of modern day pianism from the clavecinists of the baroque era to the indeterminate music of the modern era. both
the comprehensiveness and readability of the volume remind this writer of the excellent book written by new york music critic harold
Schonberg, Great Pianists from Mozart to the Present (revised 1987). Indeed, if I were exiled to a desert island and could take only a few books
about pianism, the Gerig and Schonberg volumes would be near or at the very top of my list!
for those familiar with the 1974 first edition, the recently revised volume, published by Indiana university press, contains a new Foreword
by the distinguished liszt scholar, Alan Walker, a revised Preface and Acknowledgements by the author, and eleven Appendixes that crossindex a multitude of topics about piano technique ranging from vocal influences on technique, and beauty of tone (under Appendix 1, The
Aesthetic Imperative) to etude collections and mechanical aids (under Appendix 9, Means for Specific Technical Development). Additionally,
new bibliographic entries published since the 1974 edition appear separately under a Supplementary Bibliography (Appendix 11) with a special
emphasis on wellness resources and technique, with each source in the wellness section carefully annotated.
the 20 chapters from the first edition are reprinted in their original chronological order addressing the topic of technical development from
the earliest clavier methods continuing through mozart, hummel, chopin, liszt, and leschetizky, to name only a few. Schools of technical
thought (russian, french, english, contemporary) are discussed culminating with the final chapter, The Perspectives of an Enlightened Piano
Technique.
throughout, the author brings the composers, performers, and pedagogues of each style period to life with interesting stories of personal
rivalries, inclusion of humorous quips (chopin remarked, “all he had left was a big nose and an undeveloped fourth finger,” page 168), and
discussion of teaching issues of the past that ring just as true today. mozart, in 1781, wrote, “I compose until ten, when I give a lesson to
frau von trattner and at eleven to the countess rumbeck, each of whom pays me six ducats for twelve lessons and to whom I go every day,
unless they put me off, which I do not like at all” (page 66). Imagine missing a piano lesson with mozart after he took the time to travel to
your residence!
for the scholar, virtually every important treatise on piano technique is discussed in some detail, over 50 total. each treatise can be found
easily by referring to the carefully prepared index. my only wish for this revision is that all the sources cited in the Supplementary Bibliography
had been annotated rather than only sources under the “wellness” subheading of that section. for example, in the Preface, Gehrig mentions
the importance of Gyorgy Sandor’s 1981 volume, On Piano Playing: Motion, Sounds, and Expression (Schirmer books), but does not annotate
or briefly describe the book for the reader when cited on page 559 under the subheading, Books-General Area-History and Technique.
for both amateurs and professionals, professor Gerig’s book is entertaining and informative reading. Serious students of the instrument
should place a high priority on owning this revision and reading it from cover to cover. from mr. Gerig’s enlightening narrative we learn as
much about the lives of legendary pianists and pedagogues, their performing, and their teaching as we do about piano technique. lastly, the
paperback cover keeps the cost of the volume reasonable.

reid Alexander, professor of music
School of music, university of Illinois at urbana-champaign
reid Alexander is a nationally recognized leader in the field of piano pedagogy. he received his b.m. and m.m. (both in piano performance)
from the university of Illinois, and his ed.D. from Vanderbilt university. A finalist in the first Gina bachauer competition, additional
credits include workshops and/or recitals in over 35 states and abroad. recent presentations include the music teachers national Association
(mtnA) and many of its state affiliates, the World piano pedagogy conference, as well as international presentations in both canada and
the republic of china his publications encompass educational compositions, the standard resource books Handbook for Teachers, Celebration
Series®, The Piano Odyssey®, and Intermediate Piano Repertoire: A Guide For Teaching, th Edition (the frederick harris music co., ltd.),
and the widely used keyboard texts for adult instruction, Keyboard Musicianship, I-II (Stipes). the university of Illinois honored professor
Alexander with a campus award for teaching excellence, recognizing his teaching versatility with pianists of all ages. During the 19992000 academic year, Dr. Alexander served as professor of music and Director of piano pedagogy at the university of oklahoma-norman.
leadership contributions include completed terms as president of both the Illinois State music teachers Association and the east central
Division of the mtnA
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Member News
William Wellborn has been presenting
concerts in celebration of the 200th
anniversaries of Haydn and Mendelssohn,
including an all-Mendelssohn program in
San Francisco on the composer’s 200th
birthday (February 3, 2009). Wellborn
will repeat the program this summer in
Berlin, Germany and will lead the Haydn
and Mendelssohn Tour (July 7-22, 2009)
through the cities of Berlin, Leipzig,
Vienna, and Sopron, Hungary. He will also
be teaching this summer at the Austrian
International Piano Seminar and Festival
in Ebenfurth, Austria. (Editor’s note: this
quaint little town is just down the road
from Eisenstadt.) For more information
on either program please visit his website at
www.williamwellborn.com.

Daniel will make his second South
American tour in September, with
performances in Buenos Aires and
Tucuman, Argentina. In August, 2008 he
performed recitals and gave masterclasses
in Santiago, Chile, and Buenos Aires.
This year he is a featured performer on
Tucuman’s 49th Annual September Music
Festival. Recent orchestral appearances
include Messiaen’s massive Turangalila
Symphony with the Redwood Symphony,
Rachmaninov’s Rhapsody on a Theme by
Paganini with two California orchestras,
and Amy Beach’s Concerto in C-sharp
Minor with the Symphony Parnassus in
San Francisco’s historic Herbst Theater,
which was recorded for a potential PBS
documentary on the composer.

Ian Hobson will perform two piano
concertos and conduct from the keyboard
at a concert presented by Sinfonia da
Camera in Chicago’s Symphony Spaceon
Sunday, May 3, 2009. Founded by
Hobson to showcase University of Illinois
faculty and outstanding student performers,
this is Sinfonia’s 25th anniversary. The
ensemble, under Hobson’s direction, served
as the orchestral partner with pianists
who performed nearly all of Liszt’s works
for piano and orchestra at the 2004 ALS
Conference and Festival held on the
University of Illinois campus.

ALS Board Member Helen Smith
Tarchalski’s interview with Leon Fleisher
was the cover feature article in the Autumn
2008 issue of Keyboard Companion
Magazine. Part II of her interview is
featured in the first issue of the new Clavier
Companion Magazine. Helen has served as
Associate Editor for Keyboard Companion
since 2000 and will continue in that role
with Clavier Companion. To read Part
I of her interview with Fleisher in its
entirety, go to www.keyboardcompanion.
com. You will also be able to access
complete Fleisher recordings at the site by
exclusive arrangement between Keyboard
Companion and Sony BMG. The new web
address for Clavier Companion is www.
claviercompanion.com. Recently, Helen
joined with pianist William Bloomquist
for a performance of the Carnival of the
Animals with the Londontowne Symphony.

Allen Forte and ALS member Madeleine
Hsu Forte will be theorist/artist-inresidence at the Shanghai Conservatory
during the last week of October 2009.
Fifty conservatories and universities will
participate in the National Symposium.
Daniel Glover has released his eighth
CD on the DG 2 label. “Franz Liszt,
The Profound and the Profane” consists
of works of a religious as well as secular
nature. Three works from Harmonies
poétiques et religiueses, including
“Invocation,” “Benediction of God in
Solitude,” and “Funérailles” are featured.
“Two Franciscan Legends,” “Ave Maria
(The Bells of Rome),” “Liebestraum
No. 3,” and one of Dan’s specialties,
“Hexameron,” round out this varied
recording. Information on ordering the
CD can be found on Daniel’s website:
www.danielgloverpianist.com. Also,

Charles Smith performed in several piano
masterclasses during his first appearance
in the Amalfi Music Festival in Italy in
July 2008. One of the performances
featured his own piano transcription of
the “Erlkonig” by Schubert, played for Ian
Hobson. Smith also had a piano lesson
with ALS President Thomas Mastroianni,
in which both exchanged musical
knowledge of selected Liszt piano works.
Smith also performed in two group piano
recitals at the Festival. Through a special
invitation, Charles
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received his first private lesson with
Aldo Ciccolini during the Radio-France
Montpellier Festival in France. Smith
also composed an etude based on Liszt’s
Transcendental Etude No. 4 (“Mazeppa”) for
left hand alone, but in G Minor (!).
A more recent transcription of the
“Mazeppa” etude, but pitched in F Minor
for piano, 2 hands, is in progress.

Chapter News
San Francisco Chapter

William Wellborn, President
pianoleg@aol.com
The San Francisco Bay Area Chapter will
present the 6th annual Young Pianists Play
Liszt concert at 2:30 PM on Saturday April
25 in the Recital Hall at the San Francisco
Conservatory. The program includes the
“Rigoletto” Paraphrase, Mephisto Waltz No. 1,
Spanish Rhapsody, and Funérailles, as well as
etudes and other works by Liszt.

Iowa Chapter

Ksenia Nosikova, President
www.ksenia-nosikova.com
I am happy to report that the inaugural
Iowa Liszt Festival was a great success. Alan
Walker was splendid, we had a very good
turn-out for all events, and we have received
many complimentary comments. When
we came back to work last August, it wasn’t
certain that we could still do the Festival
because of the devasating floods experienced
in Iowa City. The water destroyed the
School of Music building, and we lost all
our excellent facilities and instruments! But
the university has been extremely supportive
- and we did it!
(Editor’s note: For those who might not
know it, the floods in Iowa City last
summer were much worse than you can
imagine. All of us in ALS are with our Iowa
colleagues in spirit and wish them the very
best as they continue to emerge from this
disaster.)
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From the Executive Secretary
to Keep your memberShIp
DIrectorIeS current:
neW on the lIfe memberShIp
lISt:

Chapter News

(continued from page 9)

Baltimore-Washington Chapter
Additional personal information on this
page was removed to protect the privacy of
members.

Nancy Roldán, President
nancy.roldan@ymail.com
Ernest Ragogini, Vice-President

MEMBERS WHO MADE
CONTRIBUTIONS ABOVE THEIR
MEMBERSHIP FEE FOR 2009

two fundraisers of great importance will
be held prior to the october festival. the board
of directors extends a warm invitation to all
members and friends of the chapter to be with
us on may 30 at 7:00pm for an extraordinary
event: “Volver ... noche de tango,” in the
leclerc Auditorium at the college of notre
Dame of maryland. the program will feature
Grammy-Award Winner raul Jaurena on the
bandoneon; Jose cueto, violin; laura ruas, bass;
nancy roldán, piano;elizabeth hart, voice;
Dyana neal, mc; and Andrew Gerle, stage
director. contributions in support of this event
are most welcome, and proceeds will be shared
with music at cnD, a principal supporter of the
our chapter.

We thank you for this generosity!!
Carl Di Donato
Robert Doran
John R. Hitchings
Georgia Mangos
Louise Mangos

A second event will take place on June 6, time
tbA: a fundraiser dinner at the residence of
Dr. thomas mastroianni. funds raised will
fully benefit the liszt-Garrison festival and
competition fund. Interested persons whould
phone 410/833-5782 for more details.

Antonia hotung
Justin & barbara Kolb
neW memberS:
rebecca bogart
enrico elisi
Daniel paul horn, DKmA
Dr. Frank Lioni
Dr. Karel Doormanlaan
Phyllis Villec

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR
YOUR ALS ADDRESS BOOKS:

Coming in the next
issue of the
ALS Newsletter

Ofﬁcial addresses of the Liszt Ferenc
Memorial Museum in Budapest are:
lisztmuseum@lisztacademy.hu
lisztmuzeum@lisztakademia.hu
The e-mail addresses for Mária
Eckhardt are:
maria.eckhardt@lisztacademy.hu
eckhardt.maria@lisztakademia.hu

•the Great romantics festival 2009

PLEASE REMEMBER...

•2011 and the liszt bicentennial

to keep in touch with our ofﬁce
concerning changes or corrections in
your addresses, phone numbers, emails and other pertinent information.
Keeping our records current will
ensure that you receive publications
and other communications from the
Society in a timely fashion. You may
contact the Executive Secretary by email: Justin Kolb at
mellon@catskill.net, ior by USPS mail
at 1136 Hog Mountain Road,
Fleischmanns, NY 12430. Thank you.

•A report on the haydn year in Austria
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.. and much, much more - depending on you.
the submission deadline for the next issue of the
newsletter is due August 1, 2009. All articles
and information must be sent as an e-mail
message or attachment. photography must be in
high resolution b/w and sent preferably as a .jpeg
attachment (.psd files are acceptable). please be
sure that the subject line of your e-mail reads
“AlS newsletter.” Send your information to
edward rath, editor of the AlS newsletter, at
erath@illinois.edu.thank you!

American Liszt Society - www.americanlisztsociety.net

Lisztian Keyboard
Energy

We have a new web address!!

this is an essay on the pianism of franz
liszt, a piano technique suitable for the
entire repertoire, by bertrand ott. the
study is of the utmost importance for
musicians and pianists. the author considers
the work to be the first book that reveals
and explains in a fundamental way the
keyboard technique of franz liszt. Detailed
suggestions are developed on how liszt’s
piano playing can be applied to practicing
and performing an entire repertoire, from
bach to Stravinsky. the author offers his
readers and principally today’s pianists and
teachers a new understanding, appreciation,
and knowledge of precisely what are the
elements of the “lisztian keyboard energy.”
In turn this permits musicians and composers
to incorporate this technique in their work,
thus giving a heightened validity to their
interpretation and arrangements, as well as an
enhanced muscular freedom to their playing.
uSA list price $ 119.95 - uK list price
£74,95, available from the edwin mellen
press, p.o. box 450, lewiston, ny uSA
14092. phone (716) 754-2266 or visit their
web site at www.mellenpress.com

please remember that the web address
for the American liszt Society has
changed in a small but very important
way. the new address is

New Editions of
Liszt Works now
Available
the Istituto liszt in collaboration with
the liszt Society in london has published
three pieces by liszt in the collection rarità
lisztiane/liszt rarities (rugginenti, milano):
Vol. 1: Carnaval de Venice [Variation sur le],
edited by nunzio Salemi, 2000
Vol. 2: La lugubre gondola [first edition of
the Venice manuscripts], edited by mario
Angiolelli, 2002

www.americanlisztsociety.net
If you have bookmarked the old
address, you need to change it to the
new one, where the domain (end of
address) is .net and not .org.
If you use the old web address, you
will be taken to the web site of a firm
that specializes in french real estate.
how and why this happened is itself
an interesting story for a later time.
the AlS website is available to you
for publicizing events and information
concerning franz liszt. Send items
for the website to erath@illinois.edu!!

Vol. 3: Concerto sans orchestre [an early draft
for piano solo of the Concerto No.  in A
major], edited by mariateresa Storino, 2006.
to obtain more information or purchase the
volumes, write to info@rugginenti.it
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